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I wol,lld not have you believe that what I shall say
on this occasion shall be either a biography or a
eulogy of J. Sterling Morton. Insofar as I shall
speak of him, it will be in connection with the history of the State which he so much loved and in
which he took a very active part. We all recognized in him a man of the highest type of excellence
-a pioneer, a scholar, an orator, and a statesman.
He was by nature strong, vigorous, and full of
energy, and with an ambition to accomplish something of real value to the new State in which he
had settled.
When I speak of J. Sterling Morton as a statebuilder, I do not mean that he helped create the
Nebraska Territory, nor that he framed the State's
constitutions. I mean that he did something greater
than all these. . I may repeat here what I said of
him on another occasion: He viewed these prairies
with their "golden wealth of sunshine and opalescent skies,'' as a fitting expanse of nature to become the homes of a vast population. To him it was
a dreary and cheerless expanse which should be
transformed into a land of enchantment and
beauty. He was a lover of nature, and appreciated that it had a grandeur and beauty surpass-
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ing all things which artificial art can produce. He
became enraptured with his vision of the future of
Nebraska, and enthusiastic in his endeavor that
all the people of the State should assist and protect nature in her own productive work. How
transform these barren, naked, dreary prairies into
one of the most beautiful States of the American
Union ~ He solved the problem: H e is the Father
of Arbor Day.
Again, we may say of J. Sterling Morton that he
was Nebraska's greatest historian. He was one
of the founders of our State Historical Society.
He believed in actively participating in gathering
the ashes of the past and placing them in our
golden urn of history.
What is history~ It is the record of the struggles
of the human race against oblivion. All peoples,
however barbarous or uncivilized, however ancient
or modern, however crude or cultured, have attempted some form of recorded history.
Long before the age of letters or the art of printing books, the Egyptians wrote history in hieroglyphics; the Babylonians inscribed it on tablets;
the Aztecs, so ancient that no man knows their
beginning, attempted an unsubstantial form of
history by inscriptions on the walls of rude pyramids. In North America, there are historic evidences of prehistoric tribes of Indians who are
only known to the ethnologist and antiquarian by
the rude manner in which they kept the record of
their history.
All peoples, regardless of color or race, have
striven to avoid a dark and mysterious oblivion,
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and to link a history of their lives with the e t e = '
that was to come after them.
rnity
We Americans have been following the same human
instinct : an instinct which ranges over the whole
period of our history, from Plymouth Rock to the
Golden Gate, from a group of cavaliers in Virginia
and from a band of pilgrims in Massachusetts to a
nation of one hundred millions of people.
Our civilization is a process of evolution springing from the experience of all history. Our N ational Government is founded on principles gathered
from centuries of history. It has been well said,
''Every great event, every historic episode, every
critical moment in the annals of the Nation, is
immortalized in the rhythm that thrills the hearts
of the people down through the generations.'' Why
are we interested in Nebraska history ? Because
it is a land of mystery and romance ; a land of
wonderful changes and unparalleled developments.
Because it is the story of a land which, in an
ancient geological period, was the bottom of an
inland ocean. In the course of mysterious climatic
changes, it became a land of a tropical age, with
its trees and flora and animals of a mediaeval
world. It is a land which changed from a tropical
zone to arctic cold, when glaciers came down from
the north and wrote their history by carving out
our valleys, and smoothing out hillsides, and by
leaving their deposits over the expanse of plains
between the Rocky Mountains and the Missouri
River. · Afterward came the great American desert.
The present story of Nebraska history covers the
subsequent period of a great transformation; the
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period of time from when the explorers, the adven-'
turers, and the pioneers, awakened this great west
from its primeval sleep of countless ages, until this
wilderness of desert was transformed into cultivated lands of abundant and varied productions.
It is the story of the characteristics, habits and
customs of the aboriginal owners of the soil, the
American Indians, to the white man's invasion and
our present high state of civilization and government. It is a history which contra~ts the past with
the present, the rude abodes of the one with the
architectural skill of the other, the semi-barbarous
habits of the one with the educational requirements
and culture of the other.
In no other State in the Union, in the same limited
period of time, has there been such progress in
varied achievements, in agriculture, in commerce,
in wealth, in education.
From the Missouri River, our vast plains stretch
out to the westward, covered with their carpet of
summer green, and broaden and widen as they
approach the slopes of the mountains. These
plains are older in geological existence than the
land where stood the ancient City of Thebes, older
than the land of the Babylonians; a region where
primeval man lived in an age before the wall of
China was built, and before the historic fabled
siege of Troy. It is unthinkable that time ever
was, since the period when the ice:fields came down
through the great Missouri Valley, that this region
.was not inhabited by man.
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CHANGES IN NEBRASKA SOVEREIGNTY.
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Historians tell us that, through the cycles of
the valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates passed
under the sway of three successive monarchies,the Assyrian, the Babylonian, and the Persian.
We :find a parallel in the history of Nebraska.
In 1682, the courageous discoverer LaSalle penetrated the wilderness watered by the Mississippi
and its tributaries, and proclaimed that he gave to
the King of France all the vast regions of these
great river valleys, including all the lands that
became incorporated into the Nebraska Territory
by the act of 1854, which then extended westward
to the Rocky Mountains and northward to what is
now British America. LaSalle was the :first great
pioneer who guided the people of the white race
to the possession of the lands which have become
their richest heritage. It was of these lands that
a Franciscan monk wrote to Louis XIV, it is a
territory which we may call the delight of America
and which is capable of forming a great empire.
For nearly a century, the Chieftains of the Indian
tribes, the original owners of all these western
lands, became subservient to kings who lived in
their European palaces and issued their mandates
from capitals beyond the seas. It is a page of history which :finds a similar parallel in the Middle
Ages when the semi-barbarous clans of Europe
submitted to the conquests of Charlemagne, and
the Gauls of ancient France and the Britons of
ancient England submitted to a conquering and
invading Caesar.
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rward the sovereignty of these lands was trans'
from the rulers of France to the Catholic
monarch, the Emperor of Spain and the Indies,
and for 38 years the local seat of government over
all these regions was at New Orleans. Spanish
settlements were made, the Spanish language was
spoken, Spanish laws were established, and Spanish
adventurers and traders spread throughout the
territory, and up and down the Missouri River and
its tributaries.
Again, the sovereignty over this region was retransferred to the French Republic at a time when
Napoleon had become historic by reason of his
newly-won military successes in Egypt. For a few
short years only, did the eagle and the lilies of
France remain the emblems of supremacy over
these broad plains and prairies.
In 1803, all the lands and all the rivers discovered
and claimed by ·LaSalle more than a century before
passed to the United States of America, and the
American Flag became the emblem of National
Government from the valleys of the Mississippi and
the Missouri to the crests of the western mountains.
It was then, for the first time, that these lands of
Nebraska came to their rightful owner. It was
the first great acquisition of territory which gave
evidence of the ultimate magnitude and grandeur
of the Republic which was being constructed on
the American continent. Afterwards territories
were created out of this vast region, and lastly the
blossoms of spring had ripened into the fruit of
autumn, and Nebraska stepped into the Union as
6

a new sovereign State of the American Republic.
These brief glimpses of changes and transformations in government and dominion over these regions; from the land which belonged to the children
of the forests, of the prairies, and the deserts;
from primitive America to the sovereignty of the
King of France and Navarre; and thence to the
jewel-crowned head of Spain-soon to be given
back to a French Republic and later to become a
part of Freedom's wide home for the American
people-what a marvel in history! Yet it is a part
of the chronology of Nebraska.
CREATION OF TERRITORY OF NEBRASKA.

From 1803 to 1854, half a century, these plains and
prah-ies and desert lands remained in the possession of their original owners, the Otoes, the Pawnees, the Omahas, the Sioux, and the Ogallalas.
Lewis and Clarke bad passed up the Missouri
River and through the northwest to the Pacific
coast, a journey of discovery and to take possession
of all the lands which bad been purchased under
the Louisiana treaty, and to establish the northwestern boundary against the encroachments of the
British Empire.
Astor's fur-trading expedition bad passed up this
same river in 1812, and penetrated the northwest
to the Columbia River and founded Astoria. It
was a commercial enterprise, but failed of success.
Lieut. Pike and Major Long prosecuted their
separate expeditions to the Rocky Mountain ranges.
Captain Bonneville, more of an adventurer than an
explorer, pursued his way through the Platte Valley
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the western mountains. Afterward John'
made his military expedition into these
western lands and across the mountains. He returned throug-h the Platte Valley and stopped for a
day with Peter Sarpy at his trading- post at old
Bellevue.
But none of these explorers, discoverers, or
expeditions left any settlements, or laid the foundations for protection by law for civil habitations.
The first -settlement of the Mormons in Utah, the
discovery of g-old in California, the onrush of emigrants for settlement in far-off Oregon, caused thousands upon thousands of people to pass throug-h
these regions and over the lands to which the
Indian title had not yet been extinguished.
It was in the early fifties when Stephen A. Doug-las,
as the champion of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, told
his fellow-Senators that they seemed to forget that
the Nation's immense and valuable possessions on
the Pacific were separated from the States and
organized Territories on this side of the Rocky
Mountains by a vast wilderness, filled with hostile
savages, and that nearly a hundred thousand emig-rants passed through this barbarous wilderness
every year on their way to California and Oregon.
The first bill to organize this Territory named it
the Territory of the Platt~. A little later, a
second bill was introduced in Congress to organize
this entire region as the Territory of Nebraska.
Either of these measures would have included all
the regions, from what is now the southern boundary line of Kansas northward to Canada, in one
territory. The continued ag-itation over the slavery
8

question caused the introduction of a new measure
to organize two territories. That bill is commonly
designated as the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. That
measure, as originally framed, put into the Kansas
Territory all of the country lying south of the
Platte, and made that river the dividing line between the two Territories. Hadley M. Johnson,
the paper delegate from the yet uncreated Territory of Nebraska, claimed the credit of inducing
Stephen A . Douglas to amend the bill so as to
establish the present existing boundary line between Kansas and Nebraska.
The controversy over the Kansas-Nebraska Bill~
which indirectly repealed the Missouri compromise,
marked an epoch in Senatorial discussion over the
great question that eventually brought on the Civil
War.
Senator Chase, of Ohio, who afterwards became
Chief Justice of the United States, in speaking
of the bitterness of that controversy said, ''Battling thunder breaks from the cloudless firmament.
The storm bursts forth in fury. vVarring winds
rush into conflict.''
Stephen A. Douglas had a great conception of the
possibilities of this country when he said, "You
cannot fix bounds to the onward march of this great
and growing country. You cannot fetter the limbs
of this young giant. He will burst all your chains,
he will expand and grow and increase and extend
civilization, Christianity and liberal principles."
The representatives from the southern states believed that the region which was set apart for the
Territory of Kansas possessed a soil and climate
9
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slavery could be successfully established'
it would be battling upon its own ground.
The representatives from New England, and Senators like William H. Seward of New York, believed
that African slavery could not prosper on the more
northern and colder prairies of Nebraska.
No man then living set forth in more graphic
language the bitterness of feeling in that stormy
contest, and at the same time prophesied the ultimate victory for freedom than did Charles Sumner, in a speech which he delivered in the United
States Senate at the hour of midnight on May 25,
1854, when the bill was about to be engrossed and
put upon its final adoption, wherein he said:
"Sir, the bill you are about to pass is at once the
worst and the best on which Congress ever acted.
Yes, sir, worst and best at the same time.
It is the worst bill, inasmuch as it is a present
victory of Slavery. In a Christian land, and in an
age of civilization, a time-honored statute of Freedom is struck down, opening the way to all the
countless woes and wrongs of human bondage.
Among the crimes of history, another is soon to be
recorded, which no tears can blot out, and which
in better days will be read with universal shame.
Am I not right, then, in calling it the worst bill on
which Congress ever acted 1
There is another side to which I glady turn. Sir,
it is the best bill on which Congress ever acted; for
it answers all past compromises with Slavery, and
makes any future compromises impossible. Thus
it puts Freedom and Slavery face to face, and bids
them grapple. Who can doubt the result¥ It opens
10
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wide the door of the Future, when, at last,
will really be a North, and the Slave power
broken.''
"Thus, Sir, standing at the very grave of Freedom
in Nebraska and Kansas, I lift myself to the vision
of that happy resurrection by which Freedom will
be assured, not only in these territories, but everywhere under the National Government. More
clearly than ever before, I now penetrate that great
future when Slavery must disappear. Proudly, I
discern the Flag of my Country, as it ripples in
every breeze, at last in reality, as in name, the
Flag of Freedom,-undoubted, pure and irresistible. Am I not right, then, in calling this bill the
best on which Congress ,ever acted 1
Sorrowfully I bend before the wrong you commit.
Joyfully I welcome the promises of the Future.''
Senator Douglas, the great champion of the bill,
believed that by wiping out the Missouri compromise and leaving the two new States open to
"squatter sovereignty," it would pave the way to
his own popularity to such a high degree as to
elevate him to the Presidency of the United States.
But the angry contests, which went on over the
bill, followed by the riots and disorders and tumult
among the settlers of Kansas, lost him nearly all of
his friends in New England and in the northern
Middle States. He once afterward said that he
could travel all the way from Boston to Chicago
in the light of his own burning effigies.
J. Sterling Morton, in an address delivered in
1891, in speaking of the history of the NebraskaKansas Act, said, "That bill was the outgrowth of
11
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of Stephen A. Douglas to become
of the United States. But it opened,
instead of a pathway for one man to the Presidency, the rough and bloody road to Freedom for
four millions of bondsmen.''
''Thus, the star of an individual destiny paled in
the light of the sun of that liberty which rose to its
zenith after the tumult and tempest which swept
the country with iron hail and deluged it with
blood.''
These words, spoken by J. Sterling Morton, expressed the fulfillment of the hoped-for destiny
which Charles Sumner had in mind, when he called
the Nebraska Bill the best bill that Congress had
ever enacted, and when he joyfully welcomed the
promises of the future.
SLAVERY IN NEBRASKA.

It was in 1854 that J . Sterling Morton came from
Michigan and settled at Bellevue. It was of that
same year, 1854, that Mr. Morton said, "The
pioneers of Nebraska made the first lodgment of
modern civilization upon the vast undulating ocean
of fertile lands ·which stretched in solitude from the
west bank of the Missouri River toward the Rocky
Mountains.''
It was in 1855 that J. Sterling Morton took up his
residence at Nebraska City. It was during this
same early period that Nebraska City became incidentally associated with one of the most exciting
incidents of our country's history.
In 1853, there was a mass meeting held at the to·wn
of St. Joseph which had for its ultimate purpose
12
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the opening up to settlements, in the
slavery, the territory then called the Platte country. That meeting was presided over by Charles
F. Halley, a slaveholder residing at old Fort
Kearney, subsequently platted as the townsite of
Nebraska City.
Immediately after the passage of the act creating
the Kansas and Nebraska Territories, political and
personal conflicts arose in Kansas between the
emigrants from the Southern States and the antislavery men from the Eastern and Northern States.
It was during that time that John Brown came to
Kansas and began that interesting career which
made him famous in history.
It was in that same year, 1855, when J. Sterling
Morton took up his home in Nebraska City, that
John Brown surveyed his underground railroad
from Missouri to Kansas, from Kansas to Falls
City, and from thence to Nebraska City where it
crossed the Missouri into the free State of Iowa.
History tells us that, in one of those old pioneer
days, John Brown, leading a number of escaping
slaves from Missouri, was pursued by a number of
slave owners across. the border lines from Kansas
into Nebraska and was overtaken at some point
not a great many miles distant from the city where
this celebration is being held. John Brown, with
the bearing and courageous spirit of all m'e n leading great revolutions battling for personal freedom
against oppression and wrong, was ever ready to
fight for the principles in which he believed. He
armed the slaves and, at his command, they compelled the slave owners to dismount from their
13
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horses and to lay down their arms. Thereupon, he
commanded the black men to mount the horses and
ride away, and compelled the slave owners to return on foot from whence they came. The black
men then pursued their course along the underground railway to the land of freedom.
Horace Greeley, in his history, tells us that John
Brown in 1855 rode over this so-called underground route in a wagon drawn by horses, with a
single escaping slave as his companion, and that
they crossed the Missouri River from Nebraska
into the State of Iowa at the place where Nebraska
City now stands.
This is the same John Brown who afterwards
seized the arsenal at Harper's Ferry and armed
it with negroes preparatory to an invasion of the
Shenandoah Valley for the purpose of opening up
a pathway by which the millions of slaves from
the south might escape and enter into the free
lands of the north. When asked by what authority
he took possession of the arsenal, he answered,
"By the authority of God Almighty." It was a
fanatical dream or vision, impracticable of execution. He paid the penalty with his life after being
convicted of treason against the State of Virginia.
It was afterwards written of John Brown, "He
planted his feet on the Rock of Ages, the Eternal
Truth.''
After the Civil War was over, Frederick Douglas
said, "Not Carolina, but Virginia-not Major
Anderson, but John Brown began the war that
ended American slavery and made this a free republic. When John Brown stretched forth his arm,
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the sky was clear, the· armed hosts of freedom
stood face to face over the chasm of a broken Union
and the clash of arms was at hand."
It is refreshing to look back over the debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas
in that great contest in the State of Illinois. It
was in 1857, that Abraham Lincoln said to Douglas
while debating the doctrine. of ''squatter sovereignty" in these new Territories, "Let slavery spread
over the territory and God will sweep us with a
brush of fire from this solid globe."
But still the question of slavery was not entirely
settled or abolished in these territories west of the
Missouri River. In 1860, a slave woman by the
name of Eliza escaped from her owners in Nebraska City, and went to the City of Chicago where
the newspapers were full of the incident.
Again in 1860, as the result of a judicial proceeding
in a suit between William B. Hall and Charles F.
Halley, an execution was issued and levied upon a
negro slave man by the name of Hercules, and a
woman by the name of Martha. A published notice
of the execution was printed in one of the newspapers at Nebraska City which excited severe
comment.
In 1861, the Territorial Legislature of Nebraska
passed an act which reads, "That slavery or involuntary servitude except for the commission of
a crime whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted, is hereby prohibited in this territory.''
Attached to that act is a certificate of J. Sterling
Morton, acting as Secretary of the Territory,
wherein it is recited that said bill had been vetoed
15
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by Governor Black and that the same was afterward passed over the veto of the Governor by a
two-thirds vote, and Mr. Morton thereupon certified to the said act as a law of the territory. Thus,
the last official act which forever abolished slavery
in the Territory of Nebraska bore the signature of
that distinguished man whom we all delight to
honor.
MR. MORTON'S 01!-,FI CIAL RELATION TO NEBRASKA.

No man had more intimate familiarity with the
history of Nebraska, its soil, its climate, its people,
and its possibilities, than did J . Sterling Morton.
During nearly all of her pioneer days from 1855 to
the breaking out of the Civil War in 1861, he held
official relationship to the Territorial Government.
Immediately after he settled in Nebraska City, he
was elected a member of the Territorial Legislature,
when he formed that intimate acquaintance and
lasting friend ship with Dr. George L. Miller, who
also became conspicuous in State history. Again,
in 1857, when Mr. Morton was but twenty-five
years of age he again, for a second time, became
a member of the T erritorial Legislature. Among
his official associates at that time were three other
remarkable persons, T . M. Marquette, Silas A.
Strickland, and Andrew J. Poppleton, each of whom
left his indelible impress upon Nebraska history.
In 1858, he was commissioned by .Tames Buchanan
as Secretary of the Territory of Nebraska. Upon
the death of Governor Cuming, he became Acting
Governor and so continued until the arrival of
Governor Richardson. After the departure of Gov-.
16
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ernor Richardson in December, 1858, J.
Morton again became Acting Governor and so con- ·
tinued until the arrival of Governor Black on the
2nd day of May, 1859. Again, during the absence
of Governor Black in July, 1859, J. Sterling Morton, acting as Governor, issued an order to General
John M. Thayer to organize a military expedition
against the Pawnee Indians, who were committing
depredations upon the frontier settlements and
which became one of the most significant incidents
in our Territorial history. In 1861, after Governor
Black had returned to Pennsylvania to take command of troops in the Civil War, J. Sterling Morton
again became Acting Governor and continued to
perform the functions of that office until the arrival
of Alvin Saunders, the War Governor of the Territory. Later on, J. Sterling Morton was the candidate of his political party for various political
offices and especially for the office of Governor at
the time Nebraska was admitted as a State into
the Union.
During all these years and subsequently, he was
the champion of every measure that stood for good
government and opposed every movement that
looked only for unsubstantial benefits, uncertain
relief or temporary popularity. He thus opposed
the Populist party, the Greenback party, and the
Freesilver party.
As evidence of his literary turn of mind and of
his sterling, unyielding opposition to whatever
seemed mythical or visionary in politics or government, we take an excerpt from one of his
addresses which we regard as a classic in litera-
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ture. Taking DuMaurier's description of the
wonderful vocalization of Trilby, from which to
draw his illustrations, he said:
''But the music was that of her mesmeric master.·
The potency of his magic swayed her whole being
-voice, features, pose, gestures, everything-in
one grand, breathing symphony. So the harmonies of civilization, the multifold tones of Trade, all
the great choruses and melodies of Commercethe murmuring stream that turns the millwheel, the
hissing engine on the rail, the splash of the paddlewheel on inland lakes, the monotonous pulsations
of the great hearts of steamships on all the oceans
of the globe, the singing wires of telegraph lines
hanging in the air, the whir of the electric carsevery movement of a sentient commerce transporting from north to south, from south to north,
from east to west, and from west to east, with all
its myriad sounds of contented industry-are
merely the economic orchestra of Civilization obeying the motion of the magic baton of Demand,
wielded by the will-power of the civilized world.
These are the marvelous melodies of modern commerce. But the inspiration which gives voice to
value, and energizes the many-tongued industries
of modern life, advancements, and improvements,
is EXCHANGEABILITY based upon demand,
which is founded upon desire.
And so, theorize as we may, contend for whatever
:financial faith we can, and legislate as we will, we
shall :find at last that in our Present the foundations
of finance are, as they were in the Past of a thousand years ago, buttressed by humap. desires and
18

human demands for exchangeable things. And the
future will finally, perhaps, after many severe
strains upon the credit of the Republic, behold the
citizens of the United States, in their honesty and
strength, with one voice unequivocally declaring for
a unit-measure of value-a medium of exchangefashioned out of or founded upon gold.''
MR. MORTON'S IMPRESSION OF PIONEER DAYS.

The recollections of pioneer days were burned into
the heart of J. Sterling Morton. He could not
refrain from speaking of them in nearly all of his
public addresses. As early as 1859, in an address
before the Agricultural Society, he said that ''The
sturdy hand of industry was for the first time
browsing in the sunlight that gladdened the beautiful prairies of our new-found homes." He then
spoke of the entrance of the pioneers upon the
lands where ''the slumbers of barrenness had
rested down unnumbered centuries.'' He spoke
of the rolling prairies as "blank leaves in the history of the world's progress,'' which were being
"written upon by the hand of toil, snatched from
the obscurity of uselessness, and forever dedicated
to the support of the Anglo-Saxon race.''
In that very early day, he spoke of the pioneers
of Nebraska as standing upon ''the very verge of
civilization, riding upon the headway of American
enterprise, but our descendants, living however a
century hence, will be in the center of American
commerce-the mid-ocean of our National greatness and prosperity.'' Even then he foresaw the
future possibilities of Nebraska and exclaimed,
19
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shall attempt to portray the fullness and
of her destiny ! ''
Out of this wilderness of nature, the pioneers laid
the foundation for a new State. The prairies welcomed the ring of industry, of a new civilization.
But these pioneer days can never come again and
their historical incidents can never be repeated.
There are no new lands to be discovered, no more
uncultivated prairies to be vitalized, no more Indian
tribes to be subdued or affiliated, no more of the
wilds of Nature to be transformed into luxurious
farms or to be clustered over with towns and
cities. The psychic wave of migration has peopled
all , the lands west of the Missouri, has traversed
the plains, leaped the mountains, reached the
Pacific, and is now rolling back upon the prairie.
Here is an instance where history can never repeat
itself.
ARBOR DAY, THE CONQUEROR OF THE DESERT
AND THE BUILDER OF THE STATE.

J . Sterling Morton, in his address at the laying of
the corner-stone at the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition in 1897, asked two pertinent
questions : "Has this globe, at some time in the
unknowable pre-historic past, subsisted a race
which destroyed its forests, and then, as a penalty,
perished 7'' ''Is the present tenantry of this earth
destined to destroy all its forests and trees and
thus commit universal suicide~'' When we think
of these queries, we are impressed with the significance of the momentous reflections which lay
back of them. No wonder that J. Sterling Morton
believed that without forests the human race could
20

not exist; if, even for a single, year, the foliage and
fruit of the trees should not recur there would be
an overwhelming avalanche of death. Geologists
tell us there did exist an ancient period when the
plains of Nebraska were covered with forests and
that the petrified remains of gigantic trees have
been discovered. When the trees disappeared and
the lands became a desert, no man knows, except
by mysterious speculation. It may have been the
slow process of waste and destruction by primeval
inhabitants like that which for centuries has been
going on in Palestine and Greece and Italy.
History tells us that the glories of antiquity were
highest in the lands which are now spoken of as
deserts. It was so in old Egypt, in Arabia, in
Persia, and in northern India. It was so in the
lands of the Carthaginians and of the Moors.
These lands were once the golden heart of the
world. Because they did not have Arbor Days,
they have deteriorated from opulence to deserts.
The Island of St. Helena, made historic as the
place of banishment of Napoleon, when first discovered, was a land of heavy forests, but the woodlands were destroyed, and during centuries there
were periodical visitations of drouth. Subsequently, the government of the Island made provision for the planting of trees, which were gathenid from all parts of the world, and now, in the
Island of St. Helena, there are abundant rainfalls,
and the land has been preserved from the scourge
of desolation .
.Sicily was once the great grain reservoir for Rome,
but its lands were despoiled of their forests and
21
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gradually lost their fertility. The ruins of the old
city of Syracuse lie in a desert covered by sand
which the hot Sirocco carries over the Mediterranean from Africa. But a few isolated and carefully
cultivated districts remain to remind the tourists
of the bygone glories of Sicily.
Under the reign of the Moorish Caitiffs, Spain
resembled a vast garden and was thickly populated
by a highly cultivated people; but in that period
of prosperity her mountains were covered with a
luxuriant growth of timber which was afterwards
wantonly destroyed under the rule of her kings.
Now nearly all of the plateau lands of Spain are
deserts, and unfit for agricultural purposes because of the scarcity of timber and the want of
water. The once delicious climate has become
changeable and disagreeable since there are no
more forests to break the fury of either the scorching winds from the south or the cold gales from
the north. _ It will take a century of time and an
immense outlay of money to restore the forests of
Spain.
When Joshua conquered the promised land of
Canaan, the ranges of Lebanon were densely covered with forests. It was the land of cedars, the
stately tree so masterly described by the Psalmists
and Prophets. The dense population of Palestine
then enjoyed comfort and abundance during the
centuries, but the devastation of the forests which
was completed by the Venetians and the Genoese
brought deterioration to that country.
The lands of Galilee, once rich pasture lands for
herds of cattle, are now noticeable for their sterHe
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hilltops. The River Jordan has become an insignificant stream. A few remaining cedars, as landmarks around convents, look longingly and mournfully upon an area of desolate country, not fit to
sustain one-sixth of the population which the land
contained in the times of Solomon. The in dis ·
criminate felling of woods has rendered many a
once fertile region of Europe barren and uninhabitable. It is also true in the cold mountains
of Norway and on the sunny plains of Brittany.
J. Sterling Morton was wonderfully impressed with
these severe truths of history. He knew that the
lands of Nebraska had once been a desert. He
witnessed the inflow of immigrants that were peopling the State. His mind was filled with visions
of its future prosperity, but all this must be made
dependent, if the .State would live and grow and
reach that ultimate supremacy which he dreamed
of, upon covering the lands with forests. In this
faith, he created Arbor Day, and thus did the
greatest work which any man could do in the
building up of a great Commonwealth.
To him the forests of the American Continent were
standing guard like disciplined armies over the
fertility of the lands, the protectors of the health
and lives of the people. The State of Nebraska
will never do full justice to the memory of J. Sterling Morton until it shall honor him with a memorial constructed from the funds of the State, which
shall be grand enough in design and magnificent
enough in conception to typify the great work
which he did as a State builder.
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